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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider functions F(z) of the shape 
(1) F(x) = kf!l Pk(d e*p (&k(~)), 
where Pk and&k (Ic= 1, 2, . . . . m) are polynomials with complex coefficients. 
We shall give an upper bound for the number of zeros of F in an arbitrary 
disk in the complex plane. Throughout this paper multiple zeros are 
counted according to their multiplicities. 
A special case of (1) is the class of exponential polynomials, that is 
functions G(x) of the shape 
(2) G(z) = 2 (‘5 Ck,z 9-l) exp (wkz), 
k=l Z=l 
where Ck,l and wk (k = 1, 2, . . ., m; I = 1, 2, . . ., pk) are complex constants. 
It is well-known that G satisfies a linear differential equation with constant 
coefficients; if we denote by D the differential operator d/dx, then indeed 
G(z) is a solution of the differential equation 
(3) 
the order of this equation being n: = X:=1 pk. Conversely, any solution 
of (3) is of the shape (2). Since G(z) satisfies a linear differential equation 
of order n, G cannot possess a zero of order as great as n at any point 
zo E C. W. K. HAYMAN [4] improved this trivial result by showing that G 
has less than n zeros in any disk [z - ZO] < l/404, where d : = maxi G k G m IWkl. 
An upper bound for the number of zeros of G(x) in an arbitrary disk was 
given by R. TIJDEMAN [S]. He showed inter a&a that the number 
N(za, R, G) of zeros of G in the disk 1x--zgl <R cannot exceed 
(4) 3(7%-1)+4&l. 
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Tijdeman’s results improve analogous upper bounds given by P. TURIN 
[7], S. DANCS and P. TURIN [a], J. COATES [l], A. J. VAN DER POORTEN 
[6] and M. WALDSCHMIDT [9]. 
In this paper we generalize some of these results for exponential poly- 
nomials to functions P(Z) of the shape (1). We firstly show (Theorem 1) 
that 3’(x) satisfies a linear differential equation 
(5) (D-&,‘p . . . (D-&l’)tl y=o, 
where tl, . . . . tm are certain non-negative integers; moreover the order n 
of (5) is explicitly bounded above. 
In Theorem 2 we obtain an upper bound for the number of zeros of 
solutions H(z) of linear differential equations of the shape (5). We use 
the technique of TIJDEMAN [8], which consists of finding an upper bound 
for 
,,Yyy:. ‘H(x)’ 
where 0 <r < R. Lemma 1 of [8] then gives an upper bound for the number 
of zeros of H. Finally we show that theorems 1 and 2 imply inter alia 
that the number N(zo, R, B’) of zeros of F in the disk IZ - x01 G R cannot 
exceed 
3(n--l)+y(W, 
where n is the order of the differential equation (5) and where y(x) is 
an explicitly given polynomial that reduces to dx in the case that P is 
an exponential polynomial. We thus obtain a generalization of the bound 
(4) obtained by Tijdeman for exponential polynomials (2). 
2. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In the remainder of this paper, (D -f)3’ d enotes the linear differential 
form F’-fF. The operators (D-f) can be composed by repeated appli- 
cation, so 
(D-f2)(D-fl)F=(D-fz)(F’-flF)=F”-(f1+fz)F’+(f1f2-f1’)F, . . . . 
Next, if P(z) is a polynomial, we denote the degree of P by deg P; if P 
vanishes identically, we write deg P= - 1. We can now state 
THEOREM 1: Let 
F(4 = k$l PM exp V&(4) 
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wherePkandQk(k=l, 2, . . . . m) are polynomials with complex coellkients, 
and put 
pk : = 1 + deg Pk and q : = max (deg Qk). 
l<k<rn 
If q> 0, then Y(x) is a solution of 
(6) (D-Q,‘)tm . . . (D - Qz’)ts(D - Ql’)tl y= 0 
where the order n of (6) satisfies 
k=l k=l 
PROOF: We will apply induction on m and pi. 
If m = 1, then P(Z) = PI(X) exp (&i(z)) and (D - Qi’)plJ’= 0, proving the 
assertion in this case. Now suppose m> 1. If pi = 0 then Pi(z) E 0, and so 
m-1 
J'(z) = kzl Pk+&) exp (Qti+dx)) 
thus the induction hypothesis on m proves the assertion. 
Hence we may suppose pi> 0. Put 
H(z) = P - Ql'W) = k$l (D - Ql'FL(z) exp (&I&)) = ktl P&) exp (&k(z)) 
where Yk=Pk’+Pk(Qk’--Q~‘). Let pk=l+ deg8k for k=I, 2, . . ..m. We 
have&=pi--l,since&=Pi’and becausepi>O; fOrk>l, &<r)k+q-I. 
Now the induction hypothesis on pi asserts that H(z) satisfies 
where 
(D - Qm')', . . . (D-Q2')f2-(D-Ql')fi H=o, 
,$ f&G k; Pkqm-k< $l pkqm-k-qm-l+-(q- 1) i qm-"=( kzl pkqm-k)-l. 
k=2 
since H = (D - Qi’)P, F satisfies (6), whereas tl =& + 1 and tk = fk for 
k=2, . ..) m, so ?a< X:=1 pkqmmk as asserted. 
REMARK. From theorem 1 we immediately derive that F(z) cannot 
have a zero of order n< x=, pkqm-k at any point x0; by an argument 
analogous to [3], Ch 12, Lemma 1 (also compare [S], problem 76) theorem 1 
implies that any function 
FM = kzl Pk(d exP (Q%(x)) 
21 Indagationes 
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where the polynomials Pk and Qk (k = 1, 2, . .., m) have real coefficients, 
possesses less than n G x=, pk4m-k zeros on the real axis. These upper 
bounds will be improved in a forthcoming paper. 
3. STATEMENT AND PROOP OF THEOREM 2 
In this section, the symbol “<” denotes term-by-term majoration, so 
k=O k=O 
if and only if lakj<bk (k=O, 1, 2, . . . ). Furthermore, if F(x) is analytic 
in a domain containing the disk D = {z E C; /z--z01 <R}, N(zo, R, F) de- 
notes the number of zeros of F in the disk D. 
THEOREM 2: Let fi, fs, . . . . fn be analytic functions in the disk 
Do={2 E C; Ix--x01 <Ro), 
and let y(z) be analytic in the disk IxI< Ro such that y(0) =0 and 
f&0+5) <y’(S) (i= 1, 2, . ..) n). 
If F(x) is a solution in DO of the differential equation 
(7) (D-f%) . . . (D-fz)(D-fl) y=o 
(i) then P(x) satisfies: 
(8) max IP(xo + [)I < y”-l ICI GY+. 
t 
exp (y(r) + y(yr)) ;n; IF(zo + 5) I 
for any y>l, r>O such that yr<Ro. 
(ii) Moreover, if F $ 0, for any R, t > 0 and s> 1 such that 
we have: 
(st+s+t)R<Ro 
(9) 
Wo, R, 3) Q l& {(n - 1) log (8 + 1+ s/t) + y(tR) + 
+y((st+s+t)R) +t2/2(,t+s)(st+s+2t)}. 
PROOF: We first prove an auxiliary result (Lemma 1). The essential 
step lies in the proof of Lemma 2; (i) and (ii) then follow by a relatively 
well-known argument. 
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LEMMA 1: Let f, F and H be analytic functions in an open connected 
domain Do C C such that in DO 
(D-f)P=H. 
Then for any x, x0 E Do 
(10) PC4 =Ph) exp ( ! fK)W + 4 H(C) exp ( i f(5&&)d~ 
20 20 5 
where the paths of integration lie within DO. 
PROOF: Let B(z) be right-hand side of (10). B(z) is analytic in DO 
and by a simple calculation we obtain 
@o)=P(xo) and (D-f)B=H. 
So B =P identically in Do. 
LEMMA 2: Let P and w satisfy the conditions of theorem 2 and let 
the numbers a& (k= 0, 1, 2, . . .) be given by 
(11) 5 akTk= exp (y(C)) kzo T Ck. 
k=O I I 
Then for O<r<Ro and O<g,<23t: 
lP(zO + reim)l < 1 akTk exp (y(r)). 
k=O 
PROOF: We prove the lemma by induction on the natural number n. 
If n= 1, by solving the equation P’--flB’= 0, we obtain 
and hence 
F(x)=W0) exp ( { f&M), 
20 
lF(x0+rei91 =GI~@o)l exp ( { )fl(z0+tei~)jd5)~a0 exp y(r). 
0 
Now take n> 1 and write 
H(z) =F’(z)- f&)3'(z) = (D - f#(x). 
By lemma 1, taking xi = z. + r&: 
Hh) =P(zo) exp ( 7 fdW5‘) + 7 H(5) exp ( 7 f(&)d&)@. 
a0 20 5 
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If we integrate along rectilinear segments, i.e. 
then after some elementary estimates we obtain 
so 
+ i IH(zO+EeiP)I exp ( i Ifl(ZO+ElezP)Idh)d~, 
0 E 
(12) I~(z~)~~~(zo) exp (y(r))+ J IH(~0+W~)I exp (y(r)-y(S))@. 
0 
Now by the definition of H and (7), H(x) is a solution of 
(D-f?&) . . . (D-/z) y=o, 
so if the constants bk (k=O, 1, 2, . ..) are given by 
k$o bk ck= exp (y(c)) - kzo ) T l-k, 
then by the induction hypothesis 
n-2 
IH(~o+W~)I G kzo bktk- exp (y(E)). 
Inserting this in (12) we find 
I%dl G l~(zo)l exp (y(r)) + .f ( mj.! hfk) exp (y(E)) exp (y(r) -y(E))@= 
0 k=O 
7 n-2 
= @‘(zo)I + ,s kgo bctk@} =P (Y@))* 
To complete our proof we show that 
r e-2 12-l 
Ip(zo)l + j 2 bk6"dt-C 2 akTk. 
0 k=O k-0 
But ao= I@o)\ exp y(O)= IJ+o)I, since y(O) =O, so it will be sufficient to 
prove 
bk - gak+l. for k=O, 1, 2, . . . . n-l. 
k+1 
thus 
so 
proving 
as required. 
be < (k + l)ak+l for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
PROOF OF (i): By lemma 2, 
Applying Schwartz’ inequality we have for 0 <r < yr < Ro :
s-l 78-l n-1 11-l 
( kzo f&(y)")2 < z. (wq2 - kzo Y2" Q kzo (Cl.krk)'?' -Y2clz-1) 
A-- 
( > 
1-y-2 + 
Next, by (11) and by the repeated application of Parseval’s formula 
< exp (2y(@), max IJ?z0-t-5)12. 
ItI < 7 
so 
proving (8). 
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PROOF OF (ii) : we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3: Let R, s, t be positive numbers ; s> 1, and let F $ 0 be a 
function holomorphic on the disk Ix - za/ G (st + 8 + t)R. 
Then 
N&o, 3, -F) < 
1 
max lF(~o+t)/ 
- * log 151 <(st+s+t)R 
log s max IF(.z0+ . 
151 <tR > 
PROOF: See TIJDEMAN [S], lemma 1. 
Inserting (8) in this lemma, with y =s+ 1 +s/t and r= tR and using 
1% 1 ( > 
x-1 ~ <--= 
1 -x-l 1 -x-r 
--& for x> 1, 
we easily obtain (9), thus concluding the proof of theorem 2. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3: Let 
-W4 = J Pk(4 exp (&k(4) 
wherePkandQk(L=l, 2, . . . . m) are polynomials with complex coefficients. 
Let 
pk:=lf degPk; q:= ,ykym {degQk}. 
. . 
where 
If q> 0, then F(x) satisfies for any y > 1 and r > 0 : 
(12) max IF(z0 -t C) / < p-l 
( > 
+ ‘exp bW+lyW) ,5,<T max IF(~o+OI. 
14-i GYT 
Moreover, if F $ 0, we have for any R, t > 0 and S> 1: 
(13) 
fl(zo, R, F) G &{(%-1) log (S+l+$)+W(tR)+ 
! + y((st + s + t)R) + t2/2(st + s)(st + s + 2t)). 
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PROOF : Since P satisfies the conditions of theorem 1, F(x) is a solution 
of a differential equation of the shape (7), where the functions fg (1 G i G n) 
range among the polynomials &j’ (1 <j <m). Since y’(c) > @‘(x0 + 5) by its 
definition, (8) and (9) of theorem 2 imply (12) and (13) respectively. 
COROLLU~ 1: N(x,,, R, F)<3(n- l)+y(4R). 
PROOF: If n= 1, then F(z) =C. e&(Z) and hence 
N(xo, R, F)=O<3(n- l)+y(4R). 
If n>l, we take s=3 and t=i/G in (13) finding 
log 22 
N(xo, R, F)<(n--1). - 
log 3 + & > 
<3(n-l)+y(4R), 
since y(x)+y(Y)Gy(X+Y) for all X,Y>O. 
COROLLARY 2: If q>2, N(zo, R, F)+-l){l+qlog 22q)+3qeY(R). 
PROOF: Taking s =eiiq and t =i/siq in (13) we find 
N(z,,, R, F) G q (n - 1) log (G/q+ I + 21e11q) + 
+~(e’i”(l+&)R)+y(&) +&]. 
Now 
But ax+ bx is a convex function for x > 0, SO 
max [&q(I-&- + (k-1 = 
l=Gk64 
= max[el~q(l+&) +&,e(l+&- + (&)“1< 
< max I/e. -ii + :2 , ez3jz1 + 
f 
22 1 2 
( >I 
E (3, 
since q> 2. 
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Moreover, since we may take n> 2, 
q(21+*+&e-f) If 
( 3&i)/) 
<(n- l)(l +q log 22q). 
These estimates give corollary 2. 
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